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Create Clients 

To create a client, click on Add Client in left menu. 

First select GST and/or Income Tax on the basis you are required to give services to that client. 

  

If you have selected GST then next field will come of GSTIN. Enter the GSTIN of client, a loading 

icon will appear for 3-4 seconds and details will be fetched from GSTN server and auto-filled. 

The details that gets auto-filled are client name, trade name, registration date, status (active or 

cancelled), cancellation date (if applicable), ownership (proprietorship, partnership, company 

etc.), address, state, registration type (regular or composition), state and central jurisdiction. 

If the GST is selected and GSTIN is in composition scheme then three radio button will come as 

under. These details are used to get due dates of GST returns and which GST returns client is 

required to filed. These are mandatory field. If you select Turnover more than 5 Crore as Yes, GST 

audit gets Yes and GSTR-1 to be filed gets to Monthly. 

 

Enter the GST and Income tax, username and passwords to enable easy login in client’s account 

using our extensions. 

Then you can select the “Alloted to User”. In this you can select users who normally does this 

client’s work. When creating task these users will be selected by default, however it can be 

changed at time of creating task or after creating task. 
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Next is contact details section. You can enter the mobile numbers, email id, dsc expiry date, file 

number, tags and notes. All are optional fields but we recommend to enter mobile number and 

email id as you can send SMS and email from within TaxAdda PMS. 

Tags are used to group the clients on any basis. For example: All clients which needs to file Letter 

of Undertaking can be allocated a tag LUT. Read about how to use tags here later in this article. 

 

GSTIN details section is auto-filled on basis of details fetched from GSTIN. 

Click on save button to save the client. After saving client, if client is GST client then return status 

of all GST returns from 1st July 2017 will be displayed. 

Import Clients 

Rather than adding clients one by one, you can import all the clients in TaxAdda PMS in one 

go. Go to Client List, click on Import Client button to top right. 
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On Import page, download the sample file. Delete the sample data and enter all your client’s 

information. Upload the file and if there are any errors, it will be shown on screen. 

Below is a list of all columns in the import file, what to enter in them and whether they are 

mandatory or not. 

 

Column Name What to Fill in Column Mandatory or Not 

GST Applicable 
Write Y or Yes in case GST is applicable or N or 

No in case of not applicable 
Mandatory 

Income Tax 

Applicable 

Write Y or Yes in case Income Tax is applicable 

or N or No in case of not applicable 
Mandatory 

Client Name 

If it is GST client then client name will be 

fetched from GSTIN. If you write name here 
then it overrides the name registered with 

GSTN 

Mandatory in case 
of Income tax 

clients 

Trade Name 

If it is GST client then trade name will be 

fetched from GSTIN. If you write name here 
then it overrides the name registered with 
GSTN 

Optional 

GST Username  Optional 

GST Password 
use ‘ if you are using @ or $ in beginning of 

password 
Optional 

PAN  Optional 

Income Tax 
Password 

 Optional 

GSTIN  Mandatory in case 

of GST clients 

GSTR-1 to be filed write Q for quarterly and M for monthly 

Mandatory in case 

of regular GST 
clients 
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Turnover of more 
than Rs. 5 crore 

Write Y or Yes or N or No 
Mandatory in case 
of regular GST 

clients 

GST audit Write Y or Yes or N or No 
Mandatory in case 
of regular GST 

clients 

Income tax audit Write Y or Yes or N or No 

Mandatory in case 

of Income Tax 
clients 

Registered 
Mobile No 

10 digit mobile number without country code Optional 

Secondary 

Mobile 
10 digit mobile number without country code  

Email  Optional 

File No  Optional 

Notes  Optional 

DSC Expire date In dd-mm-yyyy format only Optional 

User 1 
Write short name of user. You can check short 
name in Settings >> User 

Mandatory 

User 2  Optional 

User 3  Optional 

User 4  Optional 

User 5  Optional 

Tag 1 Name of tag Optional 
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Tag 2  Optional 

Tag 3  Optional 

Tag 4  Optional 

Tag 5  Optional 

Troubleshooting 

1. Usernames and Passwords – You might have “@” or “%” in starting of username or 

passwords. In that case excel might show error. You have to add apostrophe (‘) in 

the starting, so that excel can understand that it is not an excel formula. 

2. Blank rows – If you add data to some rows in end and then deletes the data only, 

then system might show error of not proper data. In that case, delete some rows in 

end from the excel and save the csv again. It will work now. 

3. Date format – If you are getting error in DSC expiry date column of date format issue 

then right click on this column and click on format cells. In category select custom 

and in type enter dd-mmm-yyyy and click on ok. Now date format will come in 

proper format and file gets uploaded. 

4. Importing stops in between – If your computer go to sleep mode in between then 

the importing of clients will stop. You has to delete the rows which are already 

imported and then import the remaining rows. 
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Export Clients 

You can also export all your clients in the same format as of importing clients in csv format. Go 

to client list page and click on export button in top right.  

 

If security key is not uploaded then a popup will appear to confirm that exported file will not 

contain the username and passwords for GST and Income tax portals. It can take a minute or 

two to export the file. 

Client Page 

Client Page is a page where all the details relating to a client is shown. It includes all details 

added at time of creating client and also all the task for that client. 

To go to client page, select the client from top bar by scrolling or searching the name. Or you 

can click on client name on add task page, task list page, overview page to open client page 

in new tab. 

 
 

You can perform all functions on a task from this page also, like changing name, status, due 

date, check activity, comments, delete task etc. 

Click on GST Return Status button to get the return filed details from GSTN server. Or click on edit 

client button to edit the client details. 
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To show all the details of that client, click on Show details button and details will be shown like 

this. 

 
 
You can check the balance pending from client by clicking balance button. You can also 

Export the tasks in csv file. 
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After clicking on Balance button, the amount is shown and you can also click on open all the 

transactions in a new tab. 

 

You can create a task by clicking quick task button. When you click on quick task, the button is 

replaced with a dropdown. Select the task you want to create and a popup will appear. You 

can change users, due date, star task and then click on create task. Only those tasks are shown 

which are relevant to that user. For example,  

 
 
Click on message icon near balance button to send SMS/Whatsapp. 
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Change in Clients 

There can be some change in nature of clients in GST like 

1. Change from Composition to regular or vice versa 

2. Change from monthly GSTR-1 to quarterly GSTR-1 or vice versa 

In these cases, create all tasks which are to be done before the change and then only make 

the change. For example, if a client in changed from composition to regular scheme, then such 

client is required to file both GSTR-4 and GSTR-9 for that year. So create GSTR-4 task in advance 

for that client and then change the registration type to regular by editing client. 

Status of Tasks 

Status is simply the stage in which a task is currently in. It is used to track the current status of a 

task. 

7 Status are automatically created at time of sign up. You can add more anytime. 

A color is also associated with each status to get a better view of current position. 

How to make best use of Status 

You can add status according to the process you follow in your firm. Default status of a task is 

always ”Pending”. 

For example, You want to mark a return task when you receive details regarding that return 

from client. So you can create a status of ”Details Received”. And whenever your clients sends 

the details you change status to ”Details Received”. This way you or your team member can 

know that details has been received and work on such return can be started. 

Another example is that you can use status of “Challan Pending”. This status tells that return has 

been prepared but challan is yet to be paid by the client. 
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Best Practices for using Status 

1. Do not use a large number of status – Using a large number of status only confuses 

you and your team. Keep the number of status to a maximum of ten. However, there 

is no limit on creating new status. 

2. Select the color wisely – When going through a list of status, you should be able to 

get a glimpse of your working. So we recommend using green color only for 

completed status. This way when you are scrolling through a list of 500 task you can 

easily know which tasks are to be avoided. 

Marking a GST Return Task as Completed 

TaxAdda PMS is connected with GSTN through GSP. Whenever a user tries to mark a GST return 

task as Completed, PMS confirms the status of that return from GSTN. If the return has already 

been filed then the task’s status will be changed to Completed . If the return has not been filed, 

then the status will not change and error message will come. 

  

If return is filed then its date of filing will be fetched from GSTN. The date of filing can be checked 

by taking mouse to the status and date will be shown. 

 

Default Status created at time of sign up 

7 status are created by default at time of sign up into TaxAdda PMS. They are as below along 

with the associated color – 
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Status Color 

Pending Red 

To work on Red 

Working Red 

Challan Pendingx Yellow 

Ignore Tracking Purple 

Submitted Yellow 

Completed Green 

Edit/Delete Status 

You cannot edit or delete the Pending, Completed and Ignore Tracking status. 

A status which is used anywhere in system cannot be deleted but it can be made inactive. 

When you made a status inactive, you cannot allocate that status to a task but the task to 

which it is already allocated will not be effected. 

To delete or make a status inactive, go to Settings >> Status, and click on delete icon against 

the status. After confirmation, you will be shown whether the status has been deleted or 

inactivated. 

The status page shows only the active status. To see any inactive status, click on Show Inactive 

status option on top-left. 
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Tags 

Tags can be used to categorise the clients on any basis. One or more tags can be added to a 

client. 

For example, you can allocate a tag “DSC with Client”. This way when you or any other person 

in your organisation sees this tag, he came to know that the client has the DSC and the client 

himself verifies the DSC Returns. This way you need not maintain a separate list or depend on 

your memory. Also, each of your team member is not required to ask you for each point. 

Some more examples in which you can use tag are – 

1. You can create tags for accounting software used by client. 

2. You can create tags for clients which are covered under specific section or on which 

specific filing applies like Statement of financial transactions. 

3. You can create tags for e-commerce operators on which such client sells. 

Add New Tags 

Some tags are added by default at time of creation of an account. User can add unlimited 

number of tags. There are two places from where a new tag can be added. 

1. At time of add/edit client – At time of add/edit client, an option come to add or remove 

tags from that client. An option also comes there to add a new tag. 

 

 

On clicking Add new tag, a popup opens and you can enter name and save the tag.  
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2. Go to Settings >> Tag from left menu – Click on +New Tag button on top right. A new page 

opens where you can enter tag name and description. Also, a list of all active clients will 

come and you can select all clients to whom you want to allocate that tag. 

 

Add or Remove Tags from a Client 

You can allocate as many tags to a client as you want. There are two methods of add or 

remove tags from a client. 

 

1. At time of add/edit client – At time of add/edit client, an option come to add or remove 

tags from that client. You can select tags here which you want to allocate to that client. 
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2. Go to Settings >> Tag from left menu – Click on +New Tag button on top right. A list of all 

active clients will come and you can select all clients to whom you want to allocate that 

tag. Similarly, click on edit tag and a list of all active clients will come and you 

select/deselect clients to add/remove that tag to that particular client. 

 

How to Use Tags in Creating Tasks 

While creating tasks, all tags allocated to each client will come in a column. You can search for 

tag name and then select all clients using the first select box. This way you had selected all 

clients which has that tag. But take care when you has similar tag names, for examples if you 

have tag name ABC and ABCD, then if you search ABC then it will show clients which have ABC 

or ABCD. So, name your tags accordingly. 
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Deleting a Tag 

If a tag has already been allocated to a client then such tag cannot be deleted. However the 

tag can be made inactive. Inactive tags will not be shown for allocation to a client but remain 

allocated to clients to which they are already allocated.  

You can delete the tag by going to Settings >> Tag and click on delete icon in front of tag 

name which you wish to delete/inactive. 

The tag page shows only the active tags. To see any inactive tag, click on Show Inactive Tags 

option on top-left. 

Default Tags 

When you sign up for PMS, we create some tags by default for you. You can edit or delete such 

tags and also add any number of new tags. The tags which are automatically created are 

 

▪ Amazon Seller 

▪ Busy 

▪ DSC with client 

▪ DSC with us 

▪ Flipkart Seller 

▪ GST mails forwarded 

▪ RefineBooks 

▪ Tally 
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Creating Return Tasks 

There are pre-defined tasks for GST and Income Tax returns. Use these pre-defined tasks for these 

return task as some features will work only when you use them. Do not use Other task for such 

pre-defined tasks. 

There are three ways to add return tasks. 

First Method – Add Task Page 

Go to Add Task under the Task from left menu. 

 

You can add select any task from quick task. These list is constantly updated by our support 

team to enable you to create common tasks quickly. If you select any option from this 

dropdown then all other fields will be auto-selected afterwards. 

 
 
If you want to create any task other than given in quick task then select Return task. Then GST 

or Income tax, then task type and period. 
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Only those clients will be listed which satisfies the selected criteria. For example: if you select GST 

then only clients in which GST is ticked are shown. If you select Normal, then only clients which 

are registered under normal scheme are shown. If you select GSTR-9C then only those clients 

are shown in which GST Audits is marked as Yes. 

System also considers registration date and cancellation date while creating task. For example: 

if a GSTIN is registered on 5th July 2020 and you are creating GSTR-3B task for June 2020 then 

such client will be ignored automatically. 

Due date for the task will also be shown automatically. In case of GSTR-3B, state and turnover 

will also be considered to show staggered due dates. Although, you can change them 

manually. 

Default user added for each client will be selected automatically. You can mark task as star, 

select users, search in clients at this stage also. After selecting some or all clients, click on create 

task button to create the task. 

Duplicate return task will not be created in any case. A return task for the same return type and 

same period is considered as duplicate task. 

 

Second Method – Return Task Overview Page 

Click on Return task overview under Return in left menu. Select the return type from the 

dropdown. All clients which are required to file that return are shown in rows along with period 

in column. 
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In places where tasks are already created, status of tasks are showing. You can change status, 

mark as star, view and add comments, change user, delete task and see activity of such tasks. 

At places where task is not created, plus icon is showing. Click on this icon and a popup will 

open. Change users, due date and star if required and save the task. 

 

 

If the return is not required to be filed due to later registration date or earlier cancellation date 

then error message will come and task cannot be created. 
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If you are not admin and does not has right to create task then error popup will come on clicking 

plus icon. If you has right to create task but task is not visible to you because not alloted on you 

then also error popup will come with message that task already exists. 

Third Method – Client Page 

Go to client page by selecting client from the top menu. 

 

 
 

On clicking this button, a dropdown will be shown in its place with the quick task. Select a task 

and popup will open to create that task. Click on create task to create the task. If the return is 

not required to be filed due to later registration date or earlier cancellation date then error 

message will come and task cannot be created. 

 
If task already exists then error message of task already exists will come. If such message comes, 

then also check in completed and ignored tasks. 

Creating Other Tasks 

All task other than related to GST and Income Tax Returns are called as Other Task in TaxAdda 

PMS. 

For example, you can create a task for TDS Returns, cancelling GST Registration, filing LUT etc. 

For creating other task, Go to Add Task page. 

Click on Other Task in the first row. 
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Now you can select the predefined task from the dropdown or you can write the task in the text 

box. So you can create other task for any purpose you like.  

You can also add tasks in predefined list which you regularly use, by clicking Add more task in 

this list just below the dropdown. 

 

You can then enter comment for more details (optional), period (optional), select due date, 

select user. 

Select one or more clients for which task is to be created. 

Click on create task and one or more task will be created on the basis of number of clients you 

had selected. 

 

Use Case – Creating TDS Return Task 
 
Step 1 – Create a tag and add it to clients for which TDS task are required to be filed. 
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Step 2 – Go to Add Tasks, Select other task, Enter TDS Return in tasks, select quarterly in period 

type and select quarter. Now type TDS return in search in right-top, so all clients which has tag 

of “TDS return” will be shown only. Now select all clients by clicking the checkbox in heading or 

select clients you want to create tasks for. And click on Create Task button and all tasks will be 

created. 
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Custom Task 

TaxAdda PMS has GST and Income tax predefined tasks. Custom tasks are given to set up their 

own tasks which work somewhat similar to predefined tasks. Users can use it to set tasks for 

TDS/TCS, Professional tax, TDS/TCS under GST etc. 

Creating Custom Tasks in Settings 

In settings, go to custom task page. Click on Add custom task button. A form will open to add 

the custom task. The fields in form and their uses are as under. 

Task Name – Name of task like TDS return, TCS return 

Description (optional) – Notes only for information purpose of your team. 

Period – Basis on which such return is filed. It has three options Monthly, quarterly and yearly. For 

example: Select Quarterly for  TDS returns under Income tax. 

Due date – Number of days after end of period by which due date will be selected by default. 

For some cases like filing LUT you can use before start of period option, in which due date is 

before starting of period. This is for showing default dates only, you can change due date at 

time of creating task. 

Tags (optional) – If task is normally created only for clients which has a specific tag allocated 

then select such tag here. When you add custom task then only such clients will be shown by 

default. Although you can view all clients by click of a button. If tag is selected here, then on 

client page, this task will be shown only to clients which have such tag allocated. For example: 

Create a tag TDS return and allocate it to all clients for which you have to file TDS returns. Now 

it will be more easy for you to create tasks in bulk as only those clients which be shown by 

default. 

Quick Task (optional) – This is the period for which such tasks will be shown in quick task 

dropdown in add task page and in client page. For example: Create a task TDS returns on 

quarterly basis with due date of 30 days after end of period. Set quick task 20 days before the 

due date and 10 days after due date. Now for quarter April to June 2020, task will showing 

automatically in quick task from 11th July to 10th August 2020 in quick task, similarly for all 

quarters. Any addition or change in this setting will start showing from next day. 
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Add Custom task 

To add a custom task, simply go to add task page, select custom task button. Select the tasks 

created in custom task settings and select period. If you have selected monthly in settings then 

a list of months will come, similar in case of quarterly and yearly option. If tag is selected in 

settings, then those clients will show which have that tag allocated, otherwise all clients will be 

shown. 

Select the clients, mark the task as star (optional), change users allocated (optional) and click 

on create task button to create tasks. Same tasks for a client for same period cannot be 

created, duplicate task error will come in such case. 

 

You can also create task by selecting task in quick task (shows according to your settings) or 

also in client page by selecting quick task (shown in list only if selected tag is allocated to that 

client). 

These custom task will also show in return task overview page in same manner as other 

predefined tasks shows. For those custom tasks for which a tag is selected, only those clients will 

be shown which have that tag. 

Use Case Example 

Task Name – TDS Return 

Description – TDS return under Income Tax on quarterly basis 

Period – Quarterly 
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Due date – 30 after end of period 

Tags – TDS Return 

Quick Task – Starts 15 days before due date and stops 10 days after due date 

When this task is created, task with name TDS Return starts showing in Add task page >> Custom 

task. It will also show in Quick task from 15 days after end of quarter to 45 days after end of  every 

quarter for that quarter. 

Searching and Report 

In task list page, select name of custom task in select task dropdown to search for such custom 

task. 

A report for pending custom tasks is shown in dashboard where the users can see show many 

tasks are pending for last 5 periods. 

 

 

GST Return task will be marked as completed only after confirmation 

from GSTIN 

TaxAdda PMS has a very special feature for GST returns. Often times it happens that a person 

marks wrong return as completed in excel sheet. For example: A person files return of Abhishek 

Singh of GSTR-3B for March 20 but it mistakenly completes GSTR-3B task of Abhishek Singhania, 

while GSTR-3B of Abhishek Singhania is still pending. 

When a user tries to mark a GST return task as completed then system checks the status of such 

return from GSTN and marks it as completed only afterwards. 
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If return is not filed as per GSTN then this popup will come and status will not changed to 

completed. 

 

 

We use GSTN authorized APIs, so data is always correct and up to date. You can even confirm 

it by filing a return and check its status after 2 seconds. 

You can check the return filing date by taking mouse to the completed status. 

 

 

Task List 

Task list is a page where a list of all tasks are shown. 

You can see the client name, trade name, task, period, status, due date, star, alloted users and 

comments. You can change status, due date, star, allotted users, add/edit comments, see 

activity, delete task. 
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Click on Export as CSV button to export the list in csv format. You can select more than one task 

and click on bulk actions to make changes in multiple tasks at once. 

 
Search in the tasks with the search button. You can search on basis of clients, tasks, status, due 

date, period, users and date of creating task. You can search on basis of more than one 

parameter also. Click on clear search button to reset the page and show all tasks. 

 

You can also save your search. After clicking on save search button, a popup to enter name 

comes. After saving a search, you can just select the dropdown in saved search field and tasks 

get filtered. For example: You frequently sees tasks which are overdue for more than 3 days and 

which are pending on you. So select Overdue for 3 days in Select due date and your name in 

select user and save it with name Overdue on me for 3 days. Now every time you visit task list, 

you can just select this option to filter tasks in one click. 
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Click on username to add or remove users. When you click on any user name then this popup 

will open. And you can select one or more users. A task should have at least one user alloted to 

it. 

 

Click on due date to change it. 

 

To see completed task or ignored tracking task, select respective checkbox in top left. 

When you are mostly working on a particular return task, normally near the due dates, it is best 

to use return task overview page rather than task list page. 
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Time Tracking 

Users can track the time they spend on a task using this feature. By default, time tracking is 

closed for all accounts. User have to go to Settings >> Other Settings to start time tracking 

features. You can also select whether you have to allow manual tracking or not. The settings 

are account-wise and not user-wise and can be changed by admins only. 

Time tracking can be used by clicking clock icon in the task list page, overview page or client 

page. After clicking the icon, a popup will come to add time as well as see already existing 

time for that task along with user name. 

 

There are two ways in which time can be tracked. 

1. Automatic time tracking – In this system, user has to start the time when he is starting to work 

on a task and then stop the time when stops to work on that task. Time can be started 

and stopped any number of times for a single task. A user can start time at one time for 

a single task only. When time is started, then the icon in header will convert to green 

and clicking on it will open the popup for the task for which time is currently running. 

Red icon indicates that time is not running for any task. 
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2. Manual time tracking – In this system, start and end time is manually entered by the user. 

Button to enter manual time is visible only when it is allowed by admin in settings. On 

time tracking popup, a button to add manual time comes in right bottom. Clicking on 

it will open the fields to enter start time and stop time. 

 

 

You can also enter comments in both type of tracking. You can use comments to enter the 

work you have done in that time. 

Reports 

You can access reports by going to Reports >> Time Tracking from left menu. 

There are two types of reports in time tracking. 1st is user-wise and 2nd is client-wise. 

User-wise report is useful to see how much time a user has worked and on which task during a 

period. Client-wise report is useful to see how much time whole team has worked on that client 

during a period. 

If you want to see time worked on a particular task of a client, then click on time tracking icon 

and there all time along with total will be shown. 

Dashboard 

On dashboard, you will see certain blocks which is like reports to get insights about tasks pending 

on you and your whole team. 

Please note that the tasks whose status are other than completed and ignored tracking are 

considered as open tasks. In other words, open tasks are those tasks on which any action is to 

be taken. 

First block is of Other task on you. Here those tasks are listed which are not pre-defined return 

tasks such as GSTR-3B, GSTR-1, ITR etc. and which is alloted to you either individually or with other 

users. 
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Second block is of Return task on you. Here those tasks are listed which are pre-defined return 

tasks such as GSTR-3B, GSTR-1, ITR etc. and which is alloted to you either individually or with 

other users. 

 
Third block is of Open task summary – Statuswise. Here total number of task are given statuswise. 

You can click on the number to see that task. 
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Fourth block is of Open task summary – userwise. Here number of open task are shown on each 

user. Note that the total of numbers against each user can be more than the total open task 

because a task can be alloted to more than one user. So it is counted as alloted to all users. 

 

Fifth block is Income tax return task summary. As name suggest all open income tax return task 

are shown here. 

 

Sixth block is GST return task summary. Number of open tasks for last 5 periods (month, quarter 

or year) are shown. You can change GST return task type from dropdown. Your last saved return 

type will be opened by default next time you open dashboard. 
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Seventh block is DSC Expiry status. DSC is mandatory in filing returns of companies, LLP, 

Partnership etc. and also required at time of filing audits reports, company law filings. You can 

save DSC expiry date while adding clients and this report will remind you of expired or expiring 

DSCs. Click on number to see the clients whose dsc is expired or expiring along with the expiry 

date. Please note that only details of only last 5 periods (month/quarter/year) is shown in this 

block. There may be some older tasks pending. 

 

Eight block is of Overdue Tasks. This block shows number of tasks on basis of due date. It 

considers all type of tasks. 

 

In case of users with admin or manager rights, a dropdown comes near the heading. 

 

In case of manager, it will be “View as Manager”. In both admin and manager, other option is 

View as user. When you select View as User then all the blocks will count and show only those 

tasks which are allotted to that user. 
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For example: An admin is viewing dashboard as admin, it show GSTR-3B May 2020 tasks pending 

as 150. These 150 tasks are those task which may be allotted to any user. Using this he knows 

that 150 returns are pending on the whole firm. When he changes dashboard to view as user, 

then it may show less than 150 tasks. It will count only those tasks which are allotted to him. So 

that he may know how much task are pending on him. 

Return Task Overview Page 

Overview page is a page where you will find all return tasks listed with clients in rows and 

month/quarter/year in columns, just like you create an excel sheet for managing tasks. 

But unlike excel, you can change status, allot users, check activity, filter and much more. 

This page is great when you want to get overview of all client’s status of a particular return. Also, 

it’s easy to work on this page as compared to task list page when you are working on a 

particular return, normally near the due date. 

 

 

If a task is not created for a period, then you can create task by just clicking plus icon.  A popup 

will open and you can select due date, mark it as star, add/change user and then create the 

task. 
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If the return is not required to be filed due to later registration date or earlier cancellation date 

then error message will come and task cannot be created. 

If you are not admin and does not has right to create task then error popup will come on clicking 

plus icon. If you has right to create task but task is not visible to you because not alloted on you 

then also error popup will come with message that task already exists. 

 

Below status of every task, some icons are given. 

 

These icons from left to right are for 

1. Marking task as start or remove star. 

2. Comment (along with number of comments exists) 

3. Change Users 

4. Change Due date 

5. See Activity 

6. Delete Task 
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1. Change the return type from this dropdown. 

2. Filter client list on basis of status. There is also option of “Other than completed and 

ignored tracking”, so that you can see only those tasks on which you has to work. 

You can filter only in one column. 

3. Load previous months by clicking Load more months button. Obviously, this button 

becomes load more quarter or load more year on basis of return type. 

Click on any client name to open client page for that client in new tab. 

Activities 

When a change is made in task, it is recorded as activity. The changes that are recorded are 

▪ Change in Status 

▪ Change in Due Date 

▪ Change in User to which Task is Alloted 

▪ Change in Task Name (Applicable only to Other Task) 

▪ Task is mark as star or unmarked as star 

The activity can be seen by clicking activity icon in activity column of task list. The date & time 

and the user who has carried out such activity is also shown. 
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Recording activity increases the sense of responsibility among users. For example – An 

employee of your change status to “Data Uploaded”. Now if data has not actually been 

uploaded then he cannot deny the fact that he has changed the status. 

Activity cannot be added/edited/deleted by any user. 

 

Commenting 

You can add comments to a task in TaxAdda PMS. It can be used to add any types of notes 

like challan amount, adjustment made, conversation with client etc.. 

A comment can be viewed or added from task list page or client page after all tasks. If there is 

any comment added then such icon will be converted to orange color along with number of 

comments present. 
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In return task overview page also, comment icon is shown below the task status. 

 

The name of user who had added such comment, date and time of add/last edit is also shown 

below each comment. A comment can be added or deleted by clicking edit or delete icon 

below each comment. 

 

 

Check GST Return Status 

Check GST return status of a client from 1st July 2017. The status are fetched from GSTN server 

directly. So no chance of mistake. 
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When a client in created in which GST in ticked, then after saving such client, you will be taken 

to this page. 

You can see this page afterwards by going to client page from top menu and then click on GST 

return status button in heading. 

 

This button is shown only in clients which has GST ticked. GST return status is public data and 

provided by GSTN without username and password. If you didn’t enter your username and 

password in client, then also this functionality will work. It uses only GSTIN to fetch return status. 

Add User and User Rights 

You can add unlimited number of users in TaxAdda PMS. It’s better to create different users for 

all team members. This way you can assign only required rights to users and you will also be able 

to check activity of each user. 

There are three types of users 

1. Admin 
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2. Manager 

3. Employee 

Admin has all the rights including changing plan of PMS subscription, adding other users, 

change in settings etc. 

You can select each right you want to give to a manager or employee. Although,  Some rights 

are exclusively for admin and cannot be given to manager or employee, such as export of 

clients, add another user. There are also some rights which cannot be taken away from any 

user, such as, status change, user allocation, view clients. 

The difference between manager and employee is that manager can be given some rights 

such as view all tasks or view all task other than allotted to admin only, import of clients, delete 

task. 

Manager can be given either of the two rights for task management. 

1. All tasks – Manager can see all the tasks which are created or alloted to anyone. 

2. All tasks other than those alloted to admin only – When given this right, a manager 

can see all tasks other than tasks which are on one or more admins only. He can see 

all tasks which are alloted to him or any other employee/manager. 
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Change in User Rights 

1. Change in User type – When user type (admin, manager or employee) is changed 

then the user has to logout and login again to take the changes to take effect. So if 

you have given some employee as admin right and now given him other rights then 

make sure to logout his account on his computer. 

2. Change in User rights – When only a user right is changed then such change takes 

effect just after refresh of the opened pages, if any. For example, right to create task 

is not given to an employee. Now you give him that right, the employee can just 

refresh the page and then create task. 

Note: User rights of the email id from which you had sign up cannot be changed to manager 

or employee. 

SMS 

You can send sms from TaxAdda PMS to individual client or also in bulk. 

There will be charges of 20 paise for every sms send through our system. You can purchase any 

amount of sms in multiple of 1000. 

Sending sms from TaxAdda PMS will give you two advantages. First is that you can use templates 

to save the common messages and you didn’t need to type or copy/paste message every 

time. 

Second is that you can send reminder messages to only those clients which are required to file 

a particular return. For example: select GST, then select normal, then GSTR-3B then May 2020. 

Only those clients are listed which needs to file GSTR-3B for May 2020. Other clients such as who 

are registered in composition scheme, has cancelled registration before May 2020 are filtered 

out. 

Also, there status of tasks are shown and you can filter on its basis. If you want to send sms to 

only those clients whose status is Pending then you can filter and then send sms to only those 

clients. 

The user has to authenticate one of his mobile number before sending any sms. An OTP will 

come to your number and you will need to enter this OTP to authenticate. Only one user is 

required to authenticate with OTP and then all other users in that account can send sms then. 
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Sending Individual SMS 

To send message to individual client, click on message icon in any client page. 

 

or in action column in task list. 

 

On clicking message icon, a popup will come with three tabs of sms and whatsapp. 

 

Sending SMS in bulk 

To send bulk sms, go to Messages >> SMS >> Bulk Send and all the clients will be shown. The 

clients in which there is no phone number will come as grey. 

Now all clients will get listed. So that you can send sms to all of your clients. You can keep on 

filter clients by selecting radio buttons or dropdowns. 

You can select GST or Income tax, if you select GST, then all clients which only has Income tax 

as ticked will get filtered out. Then you can select the return type and also return period (only in 

case of GST). Those clients will be filtered out which are not required to file that return or for that 

period. This way you can send very targeted messages. You can also select/deselect the clients. 
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You can also select whether you want to send sms on registered contact number or secondary 

contact number or both. 

If you have selected all fields then a new column will come with the status of that task for each 

client. If no task is created then it shows task not created. You can further filter clients on basis 

of status and then send sms. It can be used to send sms to clients whose task is in specific stage. 

For example: You can send sms/whatsapp to only those clients for GSTR-3B June 2020 who has 

pending status. 

After selection, click on send sms and a popup will open like below. Select the template or write 

message and click on send to send the message. The number of credits that will be consumed 

is also shown. 

 
To add sms templates, go to Messages >> SMS  from left menu and click on  +Add SMS 

Templates button. You can also import the predefined templates in add templates page and 
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save it after editing as your template. Sample can be send to a mobile number to see how it 

looks on your mobile. 

 

Remaining credits will be shown on SMS page and you can purchase more credits. 

 

SMS Delivery Reports 

SMS delivery report can be seen to check if any sms are delivered successfully or failed. SMS 

can be failed due to wrong mobile number.  To check Sent SMS status, go to Message >> SMS 

page and click on Sent History button. All sms sent by all users are shown on this page. To check 

details click on icon in details sms. User which has sent the message is also listed. If sms is failed 

then a mail will be send from our system to user with details of sms failed and also a notification 

is shown to him. 

 

Whatsapp 

Whatsapp messages can be send using TaxAdda PMS. Unlike SMS, whatsapp are not send from 

our system but our system is only used as a medium to reduce your work of sending individual 

whatsapp messages. 

Sending whatsapp from TaxAdda PMS will give you two advantages. First is that you can use 

templates to save the common messages and you didn’t need to type or copy/paste message 

every time. 
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Second is that you can send reminder messages to only those clients which are required to file 

a particular return. For example: select GST, then select normal, then GSTR-3B then May 2020. 

Only those clients are listed which needs to file GSTR-3B for May 2020. Other clients such as who 

are registered in composition scheme, has cancelled registration before May 2020 are filtered 

out. 

Also, there status of tasks are shown and you can filter on its basis. If you want to send whatsapp 

to only those clients whose status is Pending then you can filter and then send whatsapp to only 

those clients. 

To add whatsapp templates, go to Messages >> Whatsapp  from left menu and click on  +Add 

Whatsapp Templates button. You can also import the predefined templates in add templates 

page and save it after editing as your template. Sample can be send to a mobile number to 

see how it looks on your mobile. 

Sending Individual Whatsapp 

To send message to individual client, click on message icon in any client page. 

 

 

or in action column in task list. 

 

 

On clicking message icon, a popup will come with two tabs of sms and whatsapp. 
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Go to whatsapp tab. Select client and template. You can also change message in template 

and also enter message directly. Click on send button. A link will open in new tab which will 

prompt to open whatsapp software. You can cancel that message and click on Use whatsapp 

web. Or you can click on Open to open whatsapp software. The client will be selected directly 

and message will be autofilled, you has to just press send button. 

We recommend to download and install whatsapp software, it will give you better experience. 

You can download whatsapp for your computer from this link. 

Sending Whatsapp in Bulk 

To send bulk whatsapp, go to Messages >> Whatsapp >> Bulk Send and all the clients will be 

shown. The clients in which there is no phone number will come as grey. 

Now all clients will get listed. So that you can send sms to all of your clients. You can keep on 

filter clients by selecting radio buttons or dropdowns. 

You can select GST or Income tax, if you select GST, then all clients which only has Income tax 

as ticked will get filtered out. Then you can select the return type and also return period (only in 

case of GST). Those clients will be filtered out which are not required to file that return or for that 

period. This way you can send very targeted messages. You can also select/deselect the clients. 

 

https://www.whatsapp.com/download
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You can also select whether you want to send whatsapp on registered contact number or 

secondary contact number or both. 

 

If you have selected all fields then a new column will come with the status of that task for each 

client. If no task is created then it shows task not created. You can further filter clients on basis 

of status and then send whatsapp. It can be used to send whatsapp to clients whose task is in 

specific stage. For example: You can send whatsapp to only those clients for GSTR-3B June 2020 

who has pending status. 

You can now select the whatsapp template then copy the template text after any edit, if 

required. 

Afterwards, click on Copy numbers to send whatsapp in bulk button. And all numbers will be 

copied to clipboard. 

 

You need a chrome extension to send those message. You can download extension from this 

link. Download and install the extension. And click on extension icon in the top right in chrome 

after opening web.whatsapp.com . A window will open like this. 

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/wapp-bulk-messaging/hcooeooakmjdicpadmbdoiafoacgjmba/
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/wapp-bulk-messaging/hcooeooakmjdicpadmbdoiafoacgjmba/
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Paste all numbers in “Add numbers” box and message in message box and click on Send 

message button. Messages will go the numbers added. 

Note: – Do not use whatsapp number for marketing purposes. If you send messages to unknown 

numbers and they marked you as spam then your number may be blocked by whatsapp. We 

are not affiliated with the extension of any kind. We are not responsible for the date security or 

for any other thing. You can use this extension or any other available extension. We find it most 

easy to use, so recommend it. 

 

 

Receipts and Payment 

This functionality can be used to record amount paid, payable, received or receivable. You 

can use it for entering transactions like fees receivable, amount paid on behalf of client (like 

company law fees, GST amount, Income tax amount) etc. 

You can add source (bank name, cash etc.), category (fees, reimbursement etc), select client, 

add notes, attach files. 

Go to Receipts and Payments from left menu. And click on +New button to add new entry. 
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To add a new source or category, click on dropdown and select Add New option. A popup will 

open, enter name of source/category and click on save button. To edit a source/category, 

select such source/category in respective dropdown and click on edit icon, it will open a 

popup, change the name and save it. 

 

You can export all the transaction by clicking export button in listing page. 

You can also see reports on basis of client, source, category. Click on reports in top right side 

and select the report you want to see 

 

The reports will show these details 

1. Pending Balances – List of balances of all clients, whether payable or receivable. 
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2. Client Wise – You has to select client and all entries of that client will be shown. It is a 

ledger of a client. 

3. Category Wise – All entries of selected category will be shown. 

4. Source Wise – All entries of selected source will be shown. 

You can also export these reports by clicking export button on top right on respective pages. 

You can search any transaction in the main listing of all receipts and payment on basis of 

amount, date, notes, source, category. 

On client page also, you can get balance receivable by clicking balance button. 

 

After clicking on balance button, amount receivable/payable will be shown. Click on “Click to 

view all transactions” to see all transaction for that client. 

  

Searching 

A search comes in top bar, where you can search on basis of GSTIN, PAN, Mobile, Email, File No. 

and notes. Click on the result to go to client page. 
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By default, it will be searched in all fields. But if you want to filter the results then click on 

Everywhere and select the specific field in which you want to search. 

You has to enter minimum three characters to start the search. If a client is inactive  then it will 

be specifically mentioned in search result. Also the search is bold in search result. Note that the 

search is not case sensitive. 

You can use notes to enter any details. For example, you can enter DIN of client with client 

name like DIN ABC – 12345678 and then search DIN ABC and it will show the the din in results. 

Notifications 

In-app notifications in TaxAdda PMS give information to a user about the action taken by other 

user. 

Notification only related to those tasks in which a user is allocated is shown to such user. For 

example: There are 6 users in an account and a task is allocated to 3 users. Now a user out of 

such 3 users change due date of such task. Now notification will show only to such 2 other users 

to which that task are allocated. 

Many a times a user allocates a task to another user in the team. But the team member remains 

unaware of it. Or due date is increased or reduced and the user needs to communicate with 

other channel like skype, whatsapp to other users. Now a notification will go in such cases and 

reduces the need to communicate. 

Notifications will come in case of 

1. Allocate task to user. 
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2. Remove user from a task. 

3. New Task creation for a user. 

4. Marking or unmarking a task as star. 

5. Add or edit comment. 

6. Delete task 

7. Mark task as complete. 

8. Change due date. 

Number of new notification is displayed on top right. Click on bell icon to show the 5 latest 

notification and click on view all to go to notification page, where all notification will be 

displayed. You can mark all notifications as read by clicking on view all as read button. You can 

also mark a notification as unread, so that you can check it again after sometime. 

 

Chrome/Mozilla Extension 

Both Chrome Extension and Mozilla Firefox Add-on provide similar functionalities to the user 

which are as follows 

1) Auto filling username and password for GST and Income Tax Login 

Once you login in the extension, the client bar will start appearing on the GST and Income Tax 

login pages. 

You can search on the basis of the client name/trade name and available details (username 

and/or password) will be auto-filled on the login page. 
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2) Syncing of client’s details for all users in realtime on all Chrome Extension and Mozilla Firefox 

Add-on 

If you add any new client or update any username or password for a client then it will get auto-

updated for all the users on Chrome Extension and Mozilla Firefox Add-on. So you do not have 

to share it manually with team members. 

 

The client bar also shows the date and time when the last auto-sync has been done. You can 

also sync the details manually using the blue sync icon shown in the client bar. The time of last 

sync, whether auto or manual, is also showing near sync button. 
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Key 

TaxAdda PMS uses high-level encryption method to secure your client’s important data such as 

GST and Income Tax usernames and passwords. All other details are also saved using normal 

encryption method. It increases the security of data in many folds. 

When a new user signs up, a unique 256-bit encryption key is generated and sent to the user via 

email. This key is also automatically uploaded in your browser cookies so you are not required 

to do anything at the time of sign up. A key look 

like duetwmft01nqn88m8m0xy2ship60in5wazno2h5q5tdrk46p7swxd79kf8tvmu7x. It is unique for 

each user, but it is same for all sub-users added in an account. 

Please save this key in a secure location as you need to enter this key after you log in to a new 

computer. You also need to enter this key at the time of login into Chrome & Firefox Extensions. 

Till the time you did not enter this key, you will not be able to view/add/edit  GST and Income 

Tax username and passwords. The fields will remain inactive. You can view/edit/add other data 

normally.Error! Filename not specified. 

 

TaxAdda PMS comes with multi-user functionality. The key will be the same for all the users within 

an account. The key will be sent to only main user at the time of sign up. 

How to enter key after login into account 

1. After login into your account, go to Enter Key option coming in the top bar on 

right-hand side. Enter the key in the box. Care should be taken at time of 

copy/pasting that there should be no space in the beginning or end. Click on 

https://pms.taxadda.com/support/knowledgebase/feature-of-chrome-extension-mozilla-firefox-add-on/
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Submit button. 

 

2. If the key you entered is not correct, the system will show an error. 

 

3. After successful upload of the key, you can now add/edit/view the GST and 

Income Tax usernames and password. 

How to get key in case you had missed the key 

Key is sent to you in the welcome email at the time of sign up. Search email 

from pms@taxadda.com in your inbox and spam folder. 

If you are still unable to retrieve your key, send us an email from your registered email account 

to pms@taxadda.com. The support team will share the key via email after due verification which 

generally takes less than one working day. 

 

Subscribing to a Paid Plan 

First plan for TaxAdda PMS is completely free. After which you have to pay a yearly subscription 

according to number of clients you have. You can check our pricing plans here. 

https://taxadda.com/practice-management-software-for-ca-tax-professionals/#pricing
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To upgrade to a paid plan, login into your account. If you do not have an account you can 

sign up from sign up page. 

Click on Upgrade button in top bar at left side. 

 

On upgrade page, select the plan which suits you and click on the Submit button.  You will be 

taken to payment gateway where you can make payment via debit card, credit card, net 

banking, UPI, PayTm etc. 

You can also enter your GSTIN and name for billing purpose. We will issue a GST invoice with 

your GSTIN within 3 days of payment. 

 

After successful payment, you will be redirected back to TaxAdda PMS and your plan will be 

upgraded. 

Upgrading to a higher plan 

After you upgrade from a free plan to any paid plan, such upgrade button is not shown in top 

left. You can see your subscription status, active plan etc by going to subscription page from 

clicking on your name in top right and then clicking on My Subscriptions. 

https://pms.taxadda.com/sign-up
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 When you upgrade to a higher plan between end of your subscription, you will be subscribed 

to such higher plan for one year from such upgrading. The amount of such lower plan will be 

deducted from the price of higher plan on pro-rata basis. For example – You are upgrading to 

a plan which cost Rs. 4000 per year. You have already paid Rs. 2000 three months back. So 

while upgrading you need to pay Rs. 2,500 (4000 – 2000*9/12). 

Downgrading your Plan 

You cannot downgrade your plan by selecting a lower plan. If you want to go to a lower pricing 

plan, contact us at pms@taxadda.com 

Unblock Cookies 

If cookies are blocked by your browser then you may face some issues in using TaxAdda PMS. 

Some of such issues are asking for OTP even when you ticked “Do not ask OTP again on this 

computer”. “Keep me logged in” will also not work. 
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By default most browsers allow to access cookies, but your browser setting may block PMS to 

access it. We recommend to allow manually in such case. It will not compromise in security in 

any way. 

Allow cookies in Chrome 

Click on icon in right side of address bar and click on Allow Access. You can do this on any 

page of pms.taxadda.com. Click on Always allow https://pms.taxadda.com to set cookies and 

click on Done and then reload the page. 

 

Allow cookies in Firefox 

Right click on any page of pms.taxadda.com and click on view page info. A new window will 

open. Go to Permissions tab and find Set cookies and click on allow. Close the window and 

refresh the page. Now TaxAdda PMS will work smoothly. 

 


